An elderly male is found dead at home with an injury under the chin. The most likely cause of this injury is:

A. Contact gunshot wound, handgun
B. Fall from ladder onto fence post
C. Crossbow injury
D. Stab wound (knife)
E. Nail gun injury
Case courtesy of Theodore (Ted) Brown, MD (Homer Stryker M.D. School of Medicine, Western Michigan University)
A. Contact gunshot wound, handgun (12.63% responses)
Contact entrance wounds in this area of the body often appear as a circular or ovoid loss of tissue and have an abrasion margin. In addition, contact gunshot wounds can be associated with a muzzle imprint, searing, and soot deposition.

B. Fall from ladder onto fence post (29.21% responses)
A fall from a ladder onto a fence post may result in an impalement-type injury as a rigid blunt object penetrating the body. In impaling wounds, the features of penetrating trauma are combined with those of blunt force tissue damage. A blunt object like a fence post must first penetrate the skin, which would likely result in features that include a laceration with rough, abraded or contused, wound edges and strands of tissue bridging the tear of the skin.

C. Crossbow injury (Correct answer, 48.68% responses)
A crossbow bolt with a 3-blade broadhead caused the entrance wound in this case. The wound highlights the tripolar nature of a crossbow defect. The two most common types of crossbow heads are field points and broadheads. In general, wounds caused by broadhead crossbow bolts produce a very characteristic pattern that corresponds to its geometry, generally a 2- or 3-pointed star. The vanes will produce incisions that generally lack abraded edges. A field point head can produce a circular, oval, or slit-like wound pattern. In addition to the patterned wound in this case, the cause of the wound was straightforward at autopsy because a large segment of the crossbow bolt remained in the decedent’s head (see additional image).
D. Stab wound (knife) (6.58% responses)
Knives generally cause incised or stab wounds. The appearance of the wound varies based on the features of the knife used, which includes sharpness, edge type (smooth/serrated), number of cutting edges, and how deep the knife penetrated. Irregular sharp wounds can result from a knife wound for many reasons, which may include movement of the knife or body while the knife penetrated the body or successive stabs in the same area of the body. The patterned, tripolar wound in this case makes a knife stab wound less likely.

E. Nail gun injury (2.89% responses)
Pneumatic and electric nail guns are low-velocity tools and typically cause circular puncture entrance wounds. Nail gun injuries are often compared with conventional firearms because most nail guns can fire a nail at a velocity ranging from 46 to 150 m/s, whereas conventional handguns and rifles generate velocities from 91 to 671 m/s.
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